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Squeak: Trigonometry project:
What determine the size of the circle?
Inquiry of the script: Forward by A; Turn by B;
When we trace (with a ‘pen down’ feature) the movement of an object while following
the script “Forward by 5; Turn by 5;” we get a circle. When we change the script into:
“Forward by 10; Turn by 5;” we get another circle. If we continue to change both A
and B we might get more then one closed shape. Then we can speak about the
inscribed circle with radius r and the circumscribed circle with radius R.
Experiment with different values of A and B, as you look for answers to the following
questions:
1. Is it correct to say: The bigger the measure of “forward”, the bigger the radius
R of the circle?
2. Is it correct to say: The bigger the measure of the angle of the turn, the bigger
the circle?
3. Is the opposite of the statement 2 correct?
4. Use trigonometry to find the expressions to compute the radius r, and the
radius R from the measure (A) of the forward and the measure of angle (B) of
the turn.

Teachers notes for:

Squeak: Trigonometry project:
What determine the size of the circle?
Inquiry of the script: Forward by A; Turn by B;
This project is aligned with NCTM and IL standards. See notes.
Outline to answers:
1) In general it is incorrect to say: The bigger the measure of “forward”, the
bigger the circle. See A=100, B=100 and A=5, B=1;
It is correct to say: For any given angle B, the bigger the A, the bigger the R.
2),3) It is incorrect to say: the bigger the measure of the angle the bigger the
circle’s R. See: A=100, B=100; A=100, B=5;
The opposite is correct only when we keep the A constant: For a given A, and for
0<B<180 the bigger the B the smaller the circle.
4)

See also note 3

Notes:
1) Aligned with these NCTM standards for grades9-12:
“Use trigonometric relationship to determine lengths and angle measures.”
“Establish the validity of geometric conjectures using deduction, prove theorems, and
critique arguments made by others;”
“Use geometric ideas to solve problems in, and gain insights into, other disciplines and
other areas of interest such as art and architecture.”
2) Aligned with the following Illinois learning standard for mathematics in early
high school:
9.B.4, 9.C.4a, 9.C.4b, 9.C.4c and 9.D.4
3) For detailed discussion of the geometry aspects, see teachers’ part of: “Squeak
Geometry project: Inquiry of the script: Forward by A; Turn by B”
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